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NEW

FEATURES

NEW FEATURES THIS RELEASE

1. Enhancements to the Alden Registration Page*

2. Add “Captcha” (I am not a robot) functionality to the 
“Registration Form” and ”Forgot Password”*

3. Added the ability to configure messages that are tied to 
user events and have a configurable confirmation pop up

4. Groundwork laid for a Calendar Visualizer, to be released in 
the future

5. When exporting a conversation, we will now show the “Type 
Description” rather than “Type Code” 

6. Modified Task Agent Data Provider to better handle bad 
characters

* See following slides for a  
walkthrough of this new feature
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BUG

FIXES

BUGS FIXED THIS RELEASE

ü The action menu did not open on the map when using the 
selection tools

ü Query Lookup - Target field that had been manually cleared 
after save (with a previous value) did not populate on 
another lookup

ü Could move a conversation forward without required fields 
populated if not on the Header tab

ü Conversation Form Editor - Changing rate or quantity fields 
did not calculate the total field

ü Query Lookup - Searching using filter values in multi-lookup 
dialog did not return expected rows

ü Contract Line Item – Was unable to open multi-lookup 
dialog on Rate Type

ü Ampersand symbol was not escaped when pushed from 
Task Agent into Alden One
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RELEASE SHOWCASE – REGISTRATION ENHANCEMENTS 
Updated the registration page in Alden One to make things easier for users and added functionality for Captcha

ALDEN ONE is now integrated with 

Captcha, a security tool making sure new 

users are not bots. In addition, the 

registration page was updated with some 

more contextual labels as well as a slight 

re-ordering of fields for easier use.

REGISTRATION 

FUNCTIONALITY


